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MABCB 6, 1882.

G. A. MACFARREN, ESQ., M.A., Mu3. Doc., CANTAB.,

IK THE CHAIR.

CONSECUTIVE FIFTHS.

By F. E. GLADSTONE, Esq., Mus. Doc, Cantab.

WHEN first I was honoured by an invitation to read a paper
before this Association, I shrank from the undertaking, because
of the difficulty of selecting a topic upon which I might
venture to discourse with any hope of interesting my hearers.
But upon reflection it occurred to me that this was a difficulty
which would certainly not decrease as time went on, and
session after session witnessed the production of lectures on
new subjects. Therefore when, at the beginning of the
present session, I was again invited to read, I thought that
my wisest course was to gather together some ideas without
further delay. My subject suggested itself to me during the
preparation of a paper on " Triads, their Relationship and
Treatment," which I read recently before the College of
Organists. The title of that paper would properly have in-
cluded to a great extent the subject of the present one; but I
soon found it impossible to deal with the whole question
within reasonable limits, and then arose the idea of taking
" consecutive fifths " as the theme for a separate paper.

My choice has, I think, been fortunate, so far as the interest
attaching to the subject itself is concerned. It will be for
others to determine whether I have not been overbold in
attempting to open a debate upon matters which may perhaps
belong as much to the science of acoustics as to the art of
music. However, in the hope that what I have to say will at
least help to stimulate discussion, I proceed to my task.

I should mention at the outset that it is not my intention to
dwell upon the historical aspect of the subject; any one who
is curious to learn when, and by whom, consecutive fifths were
first prohibited, will find probably as much as is known on
these points in an essay by the late Mr. De Pearsall, the well-
known part-song and madrigal writer. Neither do I propose
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too Consecutive Fifths.

to offer to young students any recipe for what the elder
Wesley once humorously termed " fifth catching " ; the only
method known to me for acquiring readiness in detecting con-
secutive fifths is to practise constantly both part-writing and
score-reading. My object is to seek reasons for the fact that
the greatest masters of our art have systematically avoided
writing two perfect fifths in succession between the same two
parts. I am aware, of course, that there are exceptions; and
I shall presently call your attention to some of them ; but these
are, nevertheless, sufficiently rare to excite comment whenever
they are observed, and thus to prove the rule.

Consecutive fifths may arise in a variety of ways :—
1. In the progression from one common chord to another.
2. In the progression from a common chord to what is

commonly called a " fundamental discord."
3. In passing from a discord to the harmony in which it is

resolved.
4. By the insertion of passing-notes, or other ornamental

notes which are unessential to the harmony.
Each of these cases shall be considered in turn; and the

first in the order just given is also the first in importance.
Students of harmony will, of course, be aware of the fact

that fifths between one common chord and another are more
likely to make their appearance when the roots are separated
only by the interval of a second. When the roots are a third,
fourth, or fifth apart, the chords have one or more notes in
common; and then some part or parts may remain stationary,
while others move.

Perhaps no explanation is more frequently offered for the
disagreeable effect of consecutive fifths than that suggested
by Cherubini: viz., that two parts progressing by fifths are
moving in two different scales. The reason is obviously in-
sufficient; but it has more force than some critics are willing
to admit. When, for instance, three triads in succession are
based upon the notes C, D, E, the first having a major third,
and the other two having minor thirds, but each with a perfect
fifth, it seems clear that the parts do not all progress in one
scale throughout:—

.Ex.1.

The upper parts cannot be really in the scale of C, because,
as we know, neither a true fifth nor a minor third can, strictly
speaking, be based upon the second degree of an accurately
tuned major scale. But it may be said that the instrument
upon which these chords have been played is tuned upon the
system known as " equal temperament." No doirbt it is. Never-
theless I contend that, as we tolerate its sharp major thirds and
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Consecutive Fifths. 101

fiat fifths, knowing and feeling them to be substitutes for the
true thirds and fifths of the genuine scale, so we are accustomed
to accept other divisions of the scale, not for what they actually
are, but for what they represent. The following progression—

Ex.3.

i
played on the pianoforte keyboard, ends at the distance of an
octave from the starting point; but, unless the impression
produced upon my mind is unlike that which others receive,
I think it will be generally admitted that, in spite of equal
temperament, the final note presents itself to our hearing
faculties as the representative of a flatter sound than C * To
me, therefore, it does not seem unreasonable to argue that even
with the pianoforte we recognise the equivocal nature of such
a progression as that contained in my first example. But,
even after this has been granted, the argument that consecu-
tive fifths cause two parts to move in different scales cannot
be carried much further. The triads on the third, fourth, fifth,
and sixth degrees are all perfectly in tune in the scale of just
intonation. Some further reason, therefore, must be sought
for the unquestionably ugly result produced when these chords
are taken in regular rotation, either ascending or descending:—

Ex.3.

pa
There is no doubt much difficulty attending this search,
but the pursuit of it has convinced me of the significance
of one fact: viz., that consecutive fifths are generally more
or less offensive in proportion to the want of relationship, or
otherwise, existing between the chords which produce them;
and' it is plain that, when a series of fifths and thirds is
based upon successive notes of the scale, there is no direct
relationship between any two neighbouring chords. It may
be urged, however, that the progression by diatonic steps is
not found unpleasant in the case of inverted chords, although
there is no closer connection between the roots than before.
This is undoubtedly true of first inversions; but I would ask
you to observe that a similar series of second inversions is
almost (if not quite) as bad as when the chords are in their
original position :—

m
* Further interesting proofs of this habit which we have of mentally

adjusting the imperfections of tuning, are given in Professor Macfarren's
well-known " Lectures on Harmony."
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IO2 Consecutive Fifths.

And it is not until the root is placed at the top of the combina-
tion of sounds that the effect is at all satisfactory :—

i Hi

Helmholtz suggests a cause for this discrepancy in the case
of two major chorda in their inverted positions: viz., that
inasmuch as chords in the second inversion may be taken to
represent the third, fourth, and fifth harmonies of a compound
tone, the influence of the root is more strongly felt than when
the combination of sounds can only be compared to the fifth,
sixth, and eighth harmonies united. This argument, however,
will not apply to minor chords; and I have sometimes indulged
in speculations as to whether combinational tones can have
any important bearing upon the matter. This is a question
for acousticians to decide. Still, whatever the reason may be,
the fact remains that chords in their first inversion, particularly
minor chords, have a less definite tonal character than either
the first position or the second inversion of the same chords
would possess.

Kollmann seems to have been the first writer who propounded
the idea that the effect of fifths largely depends upon the rela-
tive position of the chords in which they occur. Amongst
others who have in one form or another adopted this view is
Dr. Henry Hiles, who, in his " Grammar of Music," makes
some interesting remarks. Speaking of the progression from
the fifth of the subdominant to that of the dominant in the
major scale, he says: " The first and second notes of each
part are discordant. But the discordancy of the progression
in the treble, or of that in the bass, would not, separately, be
of material consequence. When, however, the two discord-
ancies are combined, a much more than double harshness
results; because the effect of a sound is intensified by the
addition of its fifth above or below, . . . and the antagonism
of the completed triads is intensified by the great discordancy
of the fourth and seventh of the scale—the root of one chord
and the third of the other—which form the worst interval the
major diatonic scale contains." There is, I think, no little
force in these remarks. But it seems desirable to add some-
thing to them; for, even when the upper parts move in an
opposite direction to the bass, the tritone is still there, and so
also are the fifths, although these are not now both in the
same part. The point which must not escape our observation
is this : when common chords occur on successive degrees of
the ascending scale, their want of affinity is brought into pro-
minence by parallel movement between the parts, for parallel
lines never meet; whereas contrary motion causes the parts to
approach each other, and so raises the expectation that they
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Consecutive Fifths. 103

will eventually unite in forming a harmony to which the
previous chords are related. The case of fifths occurring in
the descending scale is somewhat different, because contrary
motion causes the parts to separate more widely; but even
then the independent action of the higher parts withdraws our
attention from whatever abruptness there,may be in the suc-
cession of chords, because it gives us the impression that,
instead of wandering aimlessly in parallel lines, the parts are
striving for harmonious progression. Let me now proceed to
the consideration of consecutive fifths contained in common
chords which are nearly related.

The nearest possible relationship between one chord and
another is universally allowed to be that in which the root of
one is the same note as the fifth of the other, or vice versd;
and the next is when the root of the first becomes the third of
the second. The former connection exists between the chords
on the dominant and tonic of a key, or between those on the
subdominant and tonic. The relationship established by the
root of one chord becoming the third of another is most
strongly exhibited when the tonic chord is followed by the chord
on the submediant of a key. In the major key this last-named
chord is minor, and in the minor key it is major; but it should
be observed that in both cases it contains the characteristic
elements of the tonic chord. An example will make my
meaning more clear. If the chord of C major is followed by
the chord of A minor, or if the chord of C minor is succeeded
by that of A flat major, the second chord in each case retains
the two notes (the first and third of the scale) which charac-
terise the key, or, perhaps I should rather say, which determine
the mode:—

Now, of the various exceptions which the great composers
have made to their rule of avoiding consecutive fifths, none
are more common than those in which the progression is
either from the tonic to the dominant, from the tonic to the
subdominant, or the reverse of either. Two familiar examples
may be quoted:—

Pastoral Symphony. (BBBTHOVBM.)

r f Z \ 1

r 1 r c 1P _r 1 ^ 1 ' i
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104

Ex. a

Consecutive Fifths.

" Sleepers, wake I" St. Paul. (MBNDEUSOHR.)

It should be noted, however, that, when the motion is similar
in direction, the skip of a fifth in each part is more disagree-
able than that of a fourth:—

Ex. 9. («.)

This may be because in one case the lowest and highest
notes form the dissonant interval of a ninth, whereas in the
other they are an octave apart.

But at least two illustrious composers have written fifths
between the tonic and the submediant of a scale—

Ex. io. Symphony in C, No. 6.
(MOZART, Op. 34.)

Ex. II. Symphony in Bfr.
Trio 1. Motto piA vivace.

] 11
Stringi. Wind. &c.

and, although such passages are rare, the fact that they do
occur seems to strengthen the opinion that a near relationship
between two chords will sometimes justify progressions which
are usually thought undesirable.

I have not met with any specimens of consecutive fifths in
which the roots of the chords rise a third (except where a
sudden change of key occurs); and this may perhaps be explained
by the fact that the relationship in such cases is less close.
If, for instance, we proceed from the chord of A minor to that
of C major, the characteristic interval formed by A and C is
absent from the second chord, and therefore the connection is
not so obvious as when the chords appear in reversed order.
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Consecutive Fifths, 105

The late Sir John Goss, in his treatise on harmony, men-
tioned the progression from the fifth on the submediant of a
major scale to that on the supertonic as among the exception-
ally allowable instances of consecutives; but he considered
it best that these should occur by contrary motion, and not
between outside parts:—

Ex. ix
I £

&C.

SSl

To all appearance the relationship existing between these
chords is similar to that between the.tonic and subdominant
(the root of the first chord being the fifth of the second); but
it must not be forgotten that the supertonic triad has a fiat
fifth in the true scale, and possibly this may help to account
for the good effect of the passage quoted. This same chord
on the supertonic, when it is followed by dominant harmony,
may also produce fifths which are tolerable—

Ex. 13.

n
1 I 1 1

1 ' ' r r-J r
but, to my ear, the effect is bad unless the part containing
the upper note afterwards rises to the fifth of the tonic (as
shown in my illustration), the progression thus bringing about
the eventual resolution of what I cannot but regard as a disso-
nance. But, in dealing with the movements of common chords,
the contrapuntal aspect of the question must not be overlooked.
Artistic as well as scientific considerations have a claim to our
regard. The older contrapuntists wisely endeavoured always to
obtain independent and contrasted movements in polyphonic
composition; and consecutive fifths, like octaves, have a
tendency to destroy the individuality of the parts which
produce them.

The objection may be raised that this argument ought also
to apply to fourths, thirds, and sixths. In reply to this I would
again remind you that the movement of fourths is placed
under various restrictions by the laws of counterpoint, and
it must also be remarked that even two major thirds in suc-
cession are still forbidden in the strictest style of two-part
writing—at all events when they are separated by a wider

8 Vol. 8
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io6 Consecutive Fifths.

interval than a semitone. It appears, in fact, to be generally
acknowledged that when consecutive major thirds occur the
addition of another part is desirable, in order to define and
connect the harmony :—

.Ex. 14. (a.)

We must remember, moreover, that in the diatonic scale
we never find more than two thirds of similar quality in
immediate succession ; so that we are less liable to write con-
secutive equal thirds than consecutive perfect fifths or fourths.
This consideration will apply also to sixths, which are, of
course, inverted thirds.

I now pass to an examination of certain fifths which may
arise in proceeding from a concord to a discord.

Probably no one will dispute my statement that similar
motion from a tonic major triad to a minor triad on the super-
tonic produces a very rough effect:—

.Ex. 15-

If, however, we add an inner part to the harmony, con-
verting the second chord into a dominant discord, the harsh-
ness is strangely mitigated :—

.Ex. 16.

And, again, if the same fifth (viz., that on the supertonic) is
approached from the fifth on the subdominant, the B natural
added to the harmony seems to exercise a softening influence:—

Ex. 17.

j j

^ ^ r
1

i

A full investigation of the cause of this phenomenon would
necessitate a discussion of conflicting theories in regard to
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Consecutive Fifths. 107

modern harmony. To begin with, we should have to decide
whether the chord of the dominant major ninth is a combi-
nation of sounds derived from the harmonic series arising
from a given note, or whether it is merely a building of third
upon third in the diatonic major scale. In the former case the
interval between the fifth of the dominant and its ninth is
theoretically a true fifth; in the latter case it remains im-
perfect. Such a discussion as this would lead us away from
the subject with which we are more immediately concerned;
but I will stop to point out that in the examples which I have
quoted, the presence of the B natural at all events clearly
defines the tonality, and thus establishes between the succes-
sive chords a bond of union which was not previously apparent.

I will next direct your attention to a pair of fifths (the second
fifth being part of a dominant discord) which are written in
such a way as to leave no room for doubt that both are true
fifths:—

Ex. 18. La Huguenots, Act iv. (MBYBRBBER.)
J I ' ' I

On the first glance this consecution seems to throw all theories
to the winds; but a moment's thought will enable us to find
some justification for it.

A short time since I remarked upon the intimate relationship
existing between a tonic chord and that upon the sixth of the
scale. Let me add a word or two to make my meaning, if
possible, still more evident. The resolution of a dominant
seventh upon the common chord of the submediant of a key
is one of the most familiar progressions in modern music :—

Ex. 19.
1 1 1

The three upper parts in the illustration just given make
precisely the same movements as they would do if the bass
of the last chord were C, and the chord of A minor here
gives the impression less of a minor chord than of a chord
substituted for the major chord upon the tonic root. If we
now refer to Example 18 we shall see that the passage
contains similar chords in reversed order. I do not say that
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108 Consecutive Fifths.

the progression is equally commendable for ordinary purposes;
but the fact that the notes A flat and C are at the top of the
harmony gives prominence to the interval which they form,
and this interval thus serves as a strong connecting link with
the dominant harmony in the key of A flat.

My next step is to the consideration of fifths formed
in passing from a chord containing a dissonance to the
chord which supplies its resolution. If you will glance
again at Example i6, and imagine the order of the
first chords to be reversed, you will perceive that the
softening influence of the B natural no longer prevails.
The fifths are now decidedly unsatisfactory, in spite of the
relationship which connects the chords. Here, however, the
accepted rule for the resolution of discords affords, I believe,
an explanation of the apparent inconsistency. In addressing
an assembly of musicians I need do no more than refer to the
magnetic influence created whenever two notes which form a
dissonance are sounded together. When, for instance, the
interval of a diminished fifth is formed, the two notes are
attracted towards the consonant interval which lies between
them. Now in the case in point, whatever theory of harmony
we may adopt—i.e., whether the ninth from the root is or is
not regarded, as in actual fact, dissonant with the fifth, it is
certainly dissonant with the dominant triad, of which the fifth
is a conspicuous element. Thus both the notes are drawn
towards the consonance of a third, which is at hand, and no
other progression is so natural. When, however, the former
of the two chords now under consideration appears as a
chromatic chord, resolving upon a dominant seventh in the
key of F, the effect of the fifths is perhaps less offensive.
This progression has actually been written by Schumann in
the first Allegro of his Symphony in B flat:—

.Ex. a).

Its justification may probably be found in the fact that a choice
of evils was before the composer, who had either to spoil the
progression of the upper parts, omit the root of the dominant
harmony altogether, or place it in the bass. I am nevertheless
obliged in candour to confess that these fifths do not give me
entire satisfaction. This is, of course, a matter of opinion in
which every one will not agree with me. But I think there
will be no dispute as to the absolute beauty of the series of
chords contained in my next illustration :—
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.Ex. si.

Consecutive Fifths.

;—" Sweet slogs the nightingale.1' (SPOBHJ

109

Here it will be noticed that, although the relationship of roots
is the same as in the last example, neither of the notes forming
the fifth is in this case dissonant with its root. The succes-
sion of chords is, in fact, similar to those given in Examples 7
and 8; with the addition, however, of the chromatic inner
parts which lend so great a charm to this passage.

A curious consecution of fifths is to be found in Bach's
Fugue in C sharp major (No. 3 of the Forty-eight). The
passage is variously given in different editions—

but the fifths are scarcely saved in the latter case, and the
former reading is probably to- be preferred, because it retains
intact the counter-subject which has been used throughout the
fugue. Such progressions are rare indeed in Bach; but it is
difficult to see how this passage could be altered without
spoiling it. It should be observed that the succession of chords
is just the reverse of that quoted from Meyerbeer (Example
18).

But I have never met with so curious a series of fifths as
that which is to be found in Chopin's Mazurka, Op. 30, No. 4:—

Ex. 23.

Individual tastes may differ as to the pleasurable effect of this
strange passage ; but it may at least be supposed that if so
sensitive, a temperament as the composer is said to have
possessed allowed him to admire this series of chords, some
other musicians may be found to view the progression with
approval. It is right to mention here that some writers see
no objection to the consecutive fifths produced by resolving
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n o Consecutive Fifths.

the so-called " German sixth" directly upon the dominant
chord. This again is a matter upon which diversity of opinion
will exist.

I have lastly to remark upon the effect of fifths produced by
notes which are unessential to the harmony. Perhaps no
instances will be more familiar to my hearers than those con-
tained in the following two extracts from Mendelssohn's
" St. Paul " :—

Ex. 24. Ex. aj.

These examples are certainly open to criticism from the
contrapuntist's point of view, for reasons which have been
already given. But it maybe conceded that the forbidden pro-
gressions are partially concealed in both cases by the contrary
motion of a prominent inner part. I say "partially concealed,"
because I cannot honestly feel that such passages as those
now under consideration are so admirable that they may be
safely held up to students as models for imitation. In making
this avowal I trust I may escape a charge of irreverence. I
have long been an ardent admirer of Mendelssohn's works;
and it seems to me possible to remain so without, on that
account, becoming a blind idolater of every progression which
he wrote. I therefore venture to offer a reason why objection
may be taken to such consecutives as those to which I have
just been referring. When consecutive fifths occur through
the insertion of a diatonic passing-note, they have, I think, a
tendency to cause ambiguity in the harmony. An isolated
fifth is so strongly suggestive of an incomplete triad that the
intrusion of such an interval between two nearly related chords
may to some extent destroy the connection otherwise existing.

The dominant and subdominant of a key are not directly
related to one another. Such connection as they have is
established by their mutual relationship to the tonic. When,
therefore, we proceed from the subdominant harmony to that
of the dominant, a smoother result is gained by retaining the
root of the first chord as the seventh of the next, thus bringing
about an artificial connection between the two chords. When,
however, the dominant seventh is omitted it is, as we have seen,
the general practice to make the additional parts proceed, if
possible, in contrary motion to the part containing the roots ;
and previous considerations point to the desirability of such an
arrangement of the harmony.

Now in Example 24 the intended progression is plainly from
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Consecutive Fifths. ti i

tonic to dominant harmony; but the fifth created by the
appearance of A in the bass, to my mind, suggests the sub-
dominant chord—faintly perhaps, but still with sufficient force
to cloud the transparency of the harmonic relationship;
and the slight indistinctness thus given to the progression
is increased by the similar motion between the parts which
supply the two prominent sounds of each chord: viz., the
root and the fifth. Similar remarks would apply even more
forcibly to Example 25. Here, however, it is worthy of
observation that the intervals in question are not in reality
fifths, but twelfths, and, for acoustical reasons, the differ-
ence in effect is not altogether unimportant, either in these
or in other cases. If, for instance, the lower parts in the
two last examples were inverted so as to produce actual
fifths, the result would certainly be rougher than before.

But purely ornamental notes sometimes produce consecutive
fifths which are entirely unobjectionable. Let me mention, by
way of illustration, a passage in Mozart's Overture to the
" Magic Flute " :—

And another in Beethoven's Pianoforte Sonata in A flat,
Op. 26 :—

Ex. if.

In these and similar cases the transient nature of the parallel
concords explains their harmless effect. The A natural in the
quotation from Mozart is merely part of an inverted turn ; and
the F natural in the fragment from Beethoven is only a
portion of a slow shake.

I have now referred to some, at least, of the various ways in
which consecutive fifths may, and do, occur. Let me sum up
the result of my observations. I believe it may be stated,
without much fear of contradiction, that consecutive fifths pro-
duced by two parts which move by steps of a second are always
open to objection when they belong to adjacent triads in the
diatonic scale; when they occur in moving from one common
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H2 Consecutive Fifths.

chord to another which is closely related to it they may be
suitable for special effects; and when they form part of a
fundamental discord, or are merely the result of some melodic
embellishment, they may sometimes be not merely allowable,
but even beautiful—that is supposing them to be skilfully
bandied.

If, however, the composer desires to obtain an uncouth or
quaint effect, he will find ready means for accomplishing his
object by ignoring tbe rule which guides him under ordinary
circumstances. Gounod (probably with a view towards sug-
gesting thoughts of the old " barbarous diaphony," as Dr.
Hullah calls it) has introduced into the finale of his opera
" Faust" the following extraordinary passage:—

Ex. a.

W m
And, more recently, Mr. Prout, in his new Cantata " Alfred,"
has written a remarkable series of chords:—

if Mi1 - ' ^ _
& Stark op-on tbe blood-stained fiddf Stitf-enedhind yet grasp-ing i

Harp.

In regard to the last example, I have the composer's own
authority forsaying that his purpose was to give an " appro-
priately stiff" expression " to the line i " Stiffened hand yet
grasping shield." But such passages are obviously most
exceptional; and none but the composer of ripe experience
and mature judgment can hope to use them with propriety.
In ninety-nine out of every hundred cases in which consecu-
tive fifths lie in wait for the unwary or lawless composer, a
more natural and graceful progression is at hand; and, if a
desire for originality (or, shall I say eccentricity ?) tempts to
the one, the craving of an artist for beauty and fitness of
expression will usually lead to the other.

The laws laid down by contrapuntists may have been more
or less empirical in the first instance; but, until some very
weighty argument is advanced in favour of their revision, I am
convinced that we shall do well if we study and respect those
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Consecutive Fifths. 113

rules which, in spite of noteworthy exceptions, have guided
all the great composers who have yet lived.

Before I close I desire to say that I am indebted to my
friend Mr. Prout for the discovery of several of the examples
which I have placed before you. He has kindly allowed me
to profit by his extensive knowledge of the literature of our art.
My thanks are also due to your able and indefatigable Secretary
(Mr. Higgs), who has lent me valuable aid in the preparation
of the paper to which you have so indulgently listened.

DISCUSSION.

The CHAIRMAN.—The first thing I have to do, ladies and
gentlemen, is to propose a hearty vote of thanks to Dr. Glad-
stone for the very erudite remarks with which he has favoured
us, and for the fertile seed of thought which he has implanted
in the minds of his hearers.

The vote of thanks was carried unanimously.
Dr. POLE remarked that the contrapuntal rule against

parallel octaves and fifths had given rise to much speculation.
The rule against octaves was easily explained. No one could
pretend that there was anything naturally offensive in such
progressions, and the objection was purely one of artistic con-
struction. Counterpoint was essentially a combination of
different melodies, and if in any passage the melodies moved
in unisons or octaves they were no longer different, and in that
passage, therefore, the essential feature of the composition failed.
The rule for fifths was more obscure. Few writers on harmony
had given themselves the trouble to say or to think anything
about its explanation, contenting themselves with taking it
for granted, as a self-evident proposition, that parallel perfect
fifths were naturally repugnant to the ear. But this assertion
ought not to be accepted too hastily ; no physical reason had
ever been discovered to justify it, and it was worthy of con-
sideration whether, as in many analogous cases, the impression
was not due more to education and habit than to any natural
law. It was proverbial that " use was second nature," and
the mere fact that every educated musician had been taught to
abhor and avoid such progressions was sufficient to make him
believe them naturally offensive, notwithstanding the total
absence of any scientific evidence of the fact. Some of the
more thoughtful German writers had endeavoured to establish
a more legitimate reason for the rule on artistic grounds.
Hauptmann appeared to consider that the parallelism of two
perfect fifths was a bar to the harmonic connection of the two
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114 Consecutive Fifths.

chords, and Richter expressed a similar view in a different
way. But some light might be thrown on the matter by
a reference to the early writers ; for those who first pro-
mulgated the rule might be best able to explain its motive.
Such an authority was found in Zarlino, who was probably the
first, after counterpoint had been well established, to reduce
it to rule. In his " Istituzioni Armoniche," 1571, he says:
" The most ancient composers forbade . . . two or more
unisons, or octaves, or fifths, because they well knew that
harmony should be produced from things different, and not
from things similar." This made it evident that the original
founders of the rule forbidding consecutive fifths based it
entirely on the same ground as that forbidding octaves and
unisons. They treated the fifth as only a reinforcement or
strengthening of the fundamental note, and hence they con-
sidered that an accompaniment in fifths was a breach of the
artistic propriety that would require independent composition.
Helmholtz adopts this view, and adds that probably the rigid
prohibition of fifths was a sort of reaction against the mono-
tonous diaphony that preceded true contrapuntal writing.
An intelligent view of this reasoning, while it would retain the
rule in all its essential strictness, would throw much light on
the manner of its adoption in modern music, and would
justify many cases that would otherwise appear erroneous or
doubtful.

Mr. W. H. CUMMINGS.—Long before Zarlino spoke of con-
secutive fifths as a thing which ought to be forbidden an
Englishman (John of Dunstable) forbade them, not because
they are so objectionable, but because they are so sweet, so
that the ancients could be really cloyed with the sweetness of
the fifth. We know that fully to the end of the thirteenth cen-
tury most of the harmony we can find consists of fifths or
octaves. They found it so sweet that they thought it was time
to leave it off. John of Dunstable is really the first who wrote
against the use of them. Amongst the examples which probably
escaped Dr. Gladstone's notice there is one in which we
frequently hear the fifths, and seem to take no notice of it,
though it is one which was not written by the composer—I
refer to the well-known Pastoral Symphony of " The Messiah,"
in which, in the ninth bar, there are consecutive fifths between
the instrumental parts which do not exist in the original MS.
I think it is a crying shame we should have that, as it is not at all
necessary. There is another example, and a very pleasing
one, in Schubert's well-known song of " The Wanderer." I
have brought with me, as a matter of interest, a curious case of
consecutive fifths. Here is a book which Mr. Higgs mentioned
on one occasion—"The Art of Fugue,"by Sebastian Bach, a
copy engraved by his own hand. The last fugue is left
unfinished. He did not complete the engraving; it required
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Consecutive Fifths. 115

one note to complete the harmony, and the gentleman who
kindly undertook to do that and publish it in the Nageli
Edition having only one note to put in, contrived to make
consecutive fifths. That is a very interesting example of how
much better it is to leave a great master alone.

Mr. CHAPPELL.—All I have to say on the point is that
whenever you have consecutive fifths you may always tell the
natural basis of the fifth by merely taking the octave below
the lower note.

Mr. CHARLES STEPHENS.—I beg to assure you I did not
come here with the view of making any remarks. In the first
place, I must take exception to what Dr. Pole stated as to the
dislike which we feel for consecutive fifths arising from our edu-
cation, because I do think that, without any education in music
at all, consecutive fifths are simply hideous. I could mention
a case in which they offend my ear very frequently. It is well
known that stopped organ pipes have a tendency to throw off
alternate harmonics, and the stopped diapason of an organ
very frequently regales you with an accompaniment of the
twelfth all through. I remember one organ with a stopped
diapason which threw off the twelfth so terribly that I was fain
to shut it in, especially when giving out a fugal subject in the
lower part of the instrument. I really must take exception to
the belief that consecutive fifths would have been liked if we
had been educated differently. With regard to Zarlino's
opinion that consecutive fifths are not allowable because the
two parts are not sufficiently varied, it appears to me that the
reason is not a sound one, because consecutive thirds and
sixths occur continually, and are perfectly good They make,
not distinctive melodies, but melodies precisely alike, yet they
are not objectionable. Therefore the progression of the fifths
being objectionable cannot be traced to the circumstance of
their merely failing to make a separate progression. That
very remarkable instance in Chopin's Mazurka has been copied
by Stephen Heller in a charming little piece founded on the
opera of " La Juive," where he has a series of sevenths on a
chromatically descending bass. In that case it seems to me
less objectionable than in the case of Chopin. There the
chords are so strongly placed before you, bui in the other case
they come in after the fifth, sometimes, and the whole progres-
sion appears to me to be more agreeable. As regards another
instance Dr. Gladstone referred to—that little extract from
" To God on high "—he says the A is a passing note, and
conveys the impression of the subdominant harmony. To my
mind that does not appear at all, because the retention of the
B in the tenor part at the same time is entirely opposed to the
notion of the subdominant harmony.

Dr. GLADSTONE.—It is the effect of the dominant pedal.
Mr. STEPHENS.—The effect of a note essential to the sub
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n6 Consecutive Fifths.

dominant harmony—that is, the third of the chord—is altogether
wanting. It appears to me that the A can only be received
by the ear as a passing note; and, with the same deference
really towards Mendelssohn as was shown by our worthy
lecturer, I must say I do not like that progression. In the one
from the " Zauberflote " the A natural is an ornamental note
to the B flat, and consequently the progression is by no means
ugly. Dr. Gladstone drew a remark from his Example No. i
with the object of showing that it produced the effect of two
scales going at the same time; but it seems to me that one
must know that the second fifth is not a true fifth, and there-
fore that the A cannot belong to the key of G. It is clear that
the A in the example that appears here would be too flat for
an A in the key of G, and therefore those notes, although
commencing G, A, B, are clearly, as they stand here, in the key
of C. I must say, for myself, that the progression of fifths
from the subdominant to the dominant is less offensive than
any other consecutive fifth. If you take a succession of triads
throughout the whole region of the musical scale of C, the
consecutive fifths least offensive to my ear are those which
fall on the F and G, notwithstanding the tritone which is
involved, which might tend under other circumstances to
make the effect still more disagreeable. But the progression
from the second chord to the third is terrible in its effect,
although I cannot accord with the reason so far given—
namely, that there is not one single note that has any affinity
in the two harmonies—inasmuch as the succession of the very
same chords in their first inversion is quite unobjectionable.

Dr. BRIDGE.—The only observation I have to make is that
I am very glad Dr. Gladstone has not made it more difficult
for us unfortunate teachers to argue with our pupils. It is
always a question with pupils why consecutive fifths should be
forbidden, and they always make desperate efforts to write the
forbidden intervals. I must say I am glad he has not given
his high authority to the malcontents who would sweep down
all the rules which we teachers find extremely useful. There is
one distinction Dr. Gladstone made which I fail to see—namely,
between twelfths and fifths. With regard to No. 25, he
thought in that passage if there were fifths instead of twelfths,
the effect would be more rough, but I not know that it conveys
that to my ear. I begin to think it is a question of individual
feeling very much. Mr. Stephens likes the progression of
fifths between the fourth and fifth of the scale.

SEVERAL MEMBERS.—No, no.
Mr. STEPHENS.—I said that is perhaps the least objection-

able.
Dr. BRIDGE,—That is much the same. I think the progres-

sion from the subdominant to the dominant is perhaps the
most horrible; but this it must be a question of individual
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Consecutive Fifths. 117

feeling. Dr. Gladstone has culled the sweets—as these fifths
are termed by the old writers—from a great number of admir-
able compositions, but I do not know, after all, that it proved
very much. I shall go away having been very much interested,
but certainly with the determination not to write more con-
secutive fifths than I unfortunately fall into, and not to allow my
pupils to do so without a great deal of protestation on my part.

Mr. G. A. OSBORNE.—I am very thankful to see that all
our different tastes are consulted, and I dare say I shall leave
this room, of course thanking Dr. Gladstone for the able paper
he has given us, being enlightened by the discussion we
have heard. But I wish distinctly to avow here my infirmity.
I delight most thoroughly in all these consecutive fifths that
we have heard from Chopin; I am enchanted with them. All
I can tell you is that the charm is so great to my heart and
to my mind that I should like always to avail myself in every
possible way of any similar consecutive fifths.

Mr. SEDLEY TAYLOR.—I have several times looked the
question up, but I have never come to any satisfactory reason
for the rule. Consecutive fifths are to my ear intensely
hideous, but I cannot give any reason for it.

The CHAIRMAN.—If no other gentleman will favour us with
any remarks, I will take leave to trouble you with a few of my
own. First of all, I should like to venture a speculation on
the subject of diaphony. I thoroughly agree with Mr. Sedley
Taylor, and anybody else who has in any shape the same feel-
ing, that consecutive fifths are particularly ugly, and that our
dislike to them is not merely from the habit of artificially
trained ears, but from something in the natural fact itself
which makes them repugnant to nature. It is repugnant to
us at the present time, and not in this room alone, not in this
country, but throughout all the civilised world wherever music
is studied, and wherever it has resolved itself into a language
instead of the barbarous jargon of savages ; everybody shrinks
from the sound of consecutive fifths. I cannot suppose that,
as long as the organs of hearing have been the same, persons
can have experienced pleasure many hundreds of years ago
in progressions which are entirely offensive to us who hear
them now; that the same acoustical properties, whatever
they may be, which make them offensive in the nineteenth
century could have been absent in the tenth century; and that
progressions which through these as yet undiscovered pro-
perties are cacophonous to us can have been acceptable to
the persons who heard them: and I think it is at least worthy
of consideration whether in those written examples which
come before us, and are quoted now and then in print, it
may not have been intended that the parts should be sung
alternately, and not together. The Greek term " antiphony "
means, of course, the sounding of notes at once, and Aristotle
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n 8 Consecutive Fifths.

expressly forbids, as far as I can understand him from a
good translation, antiphony in the fourth or the fifth, but
says that antiphony in the eighth is permissible, and produces
a good effect—namely, that when boys and men sing the same
tune, one is obviously an octave above the other, and the
effect is satisfactory, but that this singing of the same melody
is not allowed in the interval of the fifth or the fourth. This
was then offensive to the classic Greeks, and can it be possible
that in the dark ages a different constitution of human organs
can have prevailed, and have made that which was formerly
and is now offensive, agreeable to the listeners, and, as our
predecessor, whom patriotically we must honour, John of
Dunstable, said, they were too beautiful, too much beauty could
not be permitted, therefore, a succession of these delights was
overpowering to the human senses. In the church, on the
other hand, antiphony does not mean singing in combination,
but singing in alternation, and in that sense I apprehend the
diaphony of the dark ages in music must have been intended,
and that as the parts were written a fifth asunder, one or
other might be sung by a body of voices in one key, and then
the other part be sung in response by another body of voices.
It appears to me that such was the original form of the com-
position of a fugue—that one side of the choir would sing a
passage, say, in the key of F, and that the other sid»: would
respond to it, say, in the key of C ; then the first choir would
continue a counterpoint or descant during the performance
of the second choir, and the second choir would return the
compliment when the canto fermo returned to the original
singers; and so out of that diaphony our fugue has been
developed. Now the bad effect of octaves seems to me to
have a very obvious interpretation—namely, that by making
two notes particularly prominent the rest of the score is
enfeebled, and that thus the balance of harmony is entirely
thwarted. The effect is excellent, of course, for an entire
phrase of melody to be sung or played in octaves, whether it
be to give prominence to a base or higher melody. Equivalent
to that same effect is the subordinating of an accompaniment
to a vocal part. The voice part is intended to be much more
forcible than the accompaniment. Whether this is to be so
enforced by throwing stronger power into the vocal delivery
of the phrase, or whether by playing the passage on two different
instruments in octaves, or on a pianoforte duplicating the
passage throughout, it is only making that one entire phrase
paramount in importance over the accompaniment. But when
a passage of harmony in any number of parts has two notes
made so very much more prominent than the rest, as is the
case in the duplication of those two at the expense of the
others, the other portion of the harmony is enfeebled, and the
balance is destroyed. I think, with reference to some of the
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Consecutive Fifths. 119

examples we have heard, that from the overture of Mozart,
and the sonata of Beethoven, and those two from the oratorio
" St. Paul," they must be oversights of the composers. I
cannot suppose for an instant that the authors intended to
write any one of the examples. In the case of Beethoven's
sonata and Mozart's overture the effect is so transient
that it leaves little impression; but in the case of the " St.
Paul" choruses I must own they have checked the pleasure
the music has given me. I have noted them in public perform-
ance for the first time, not from exploring on paper, as having
been conspicuous—not for beauty. There are several things
which distinguish perfect fifths from major and minor intervals,
and it is of great importance to teachers and to learners
to observe those distinctions. Perfect intervals have two
notes of the same quality, whereas a major interval may
have both natural, or natural and sharp, or flat and natural.
Perfect intervals when inverted produce again perfect intervals,
whereas if we invert a major we produce a minor; if you ex-
tend a perfect interval by a semitone you change it from a
concord to a discord, whereas if you extend a minor interval
you have a major, and if it is a discord in the first instance so
it is in the second, if a concord in the first instance so it is in
the second. Then there is this matter of the consecution of
perfect intervals being offensive, whether to cultivated or to
barbarous ears, whereas the succession of sixths and of thirds
is accepted as agreeable and euphonious by everybody. Then,
again, taking two notes in the fundamental harmonies, we
have, in the chord of the dominant seventh, a perfect fifth from
the root to its fifth, and we have a diminished fifth from the
third to the seventh. The imperfect interval requires that
both its notes shall have a defined progression under the term
resolution, whereas there is an entire freedom in the two notes
of the perfect interval. We do not stop there. In the earliest
forms of melody, before harmony was discovered, much more
before it was regulated, there seems always to have been some
instinct in men's minds to characterise these intervals of the
fifth and fourth. The authentic and plagal modes dependent
on melodic forms lying within the interval of the fifth for the
conspicuous notes, or the interval of the fourth, were pre-
scribed by Greek rule for melodic arrangement; and that
which prevailed in Greece was received in the church, and
forms one of the particular distinctions in the regulation of
fugal construction as to the subject and answer. Often and
often have I thought it would require the entire knowledge of
a physicist to be able to probe this subject to its foundation:
and it would be, I think, of very great interest to musicians.
and possibly of value to the art of music, if this subject could
be scientifically investigated. But the nearest approximation
to a solution that I have made is the fact, first of all, that
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120 Consecutive Fifths.

successive fifths imply successive keys, and a very ill effect is
produced by the want of some intervening harmony which
shall lead by natural gradation from the one key to the other.
That, on a tempered pianoforte, no key is in tune, we all
admit in theory; but I am certain the human ear exercises
a power of adjusting the sounds which are produced, and of
accepting tempered sounds for the true sounds that they are
intended to signify. This might be proved, even by examples
upon a tempered pianoforte, from the very different effect that
the same notes produce when played with a different context.
So I believe that if one hears the chord of C followed by the
chord of D, although both C and D harmonies are imperfect
in pianoforte tuning, we have an impression of those two
keys of C and D and we want some chord which shall lead
by natural course from the first to the second. Now certain
fifths are decidedly in tune in the same key, such as the fifth
of the tonic and the fifth of the dominant, and the progression
from one of these to the other has not the bad effect which
other progressions of fifths have. Also the fifth of the tonic
and the subdominant may be used, as in the Pastoral Sym-
phony of Beethoven, with beautiful effect. By an extra-
ordinary coincidence the same notes occur in the first chorus
of Weber's "Oberon," and I think with the same happy effect.
I cannot agree with Mr. Stephens as to the acceptance of the
succession of the subdominant and dominant harmonies as
beautiful. I think the progression in fifths of those two are
entirely discordant. I think the subdominant is a diatonic
root in any key, but its influence ceases when, passing
upward, the tonic is reached, and then a new derivation of
the notes is to be considered. That tonic stands as the natural
resting-place between the subdominant and the dominant, and
to proceed from the fifth below the tonic to the fifth above the
tonic, without the intervention of the tonic itself between,
I think, takes us by the boldest and roughest and rudest
plunge from one key to another. Now, whether we are to
follow Helmholtz's theory, and derive the minor key from the
major third below its tonic, and suppose that C minor is de-
rived from the key of A flat, counting C as the fifth harmonic,
and, to pursue that theory further, to derive the beautiful
chromatic chord, the minor second of the key, from the fifth
still below that A flat, and so to bring into consideration the
subdominant with reference to the key-note ; or whether we
are to take these two notes, D flat the ninth of the tonic and
A flat the ninth of the dominant—wherever the dominant and
the tonic are in tune their respective ninths must be in tune
also ; and, again, wherever—referring to the other theory—the
third below the keynote is perfectly in tune, the perfect fifth
below that must be true in the same manner. Thus, I think,
is to be accounted for the fact that the progression of fifths
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Consecutive Fifths. 121

by semitones produces the good effect that we sometimes
hear. Thus, in the Violoncello Sonata of Beethoven in F,
there is an example of the two open strings of the violoncello
sustained for some time (C and G) and then a progression to
D flat and A flat. With regard to what Dr. Gladstone exem-
plified, of the resolution of the chord called the German sixth, I
think it is from diffidence rather than from real repugnance to
the effect that persons have shrunk from resolving the fifth from
the bass A flat to the fifth from the bass G, while there is F
sharp proceeding to G in another part. I think many ingenious
devices that one finds in melodic progression to elude those
two fifths are rather from diffidence to avoid breaking an
established canon, than from shrinking from the bad effect
which the progression involves. I think that is not a case of
bad effect any more than the case of proceeding from the sub-
dominant to the tonic or the dominant to the tonic by con-
secutive fifths, or the instance of the violoncello sonata of
which I was just speaking. These are, however, only specula-
tions, but they are not accidental—they are the result of
deliberation—and if persons who have the means, from a
knowledge of physics, to pursue the subject further home, and
work to a real explanation of what are these mysterious and
yet beautiful elements at the command of musicians, it will be,
I think, of very great service.

Mr. SOUTHGATE.—May I ask Dr. Gladstone if he will tell us
whether he has given any study to one instance of the fifths, and
that is th£ mixture stop of an organ ? Of courseone is well aware
that the fifth from a root is very different from the fifth that comes
froni mixture stops, but they are very unpleasant to the ear.

Mr. STEPHENS.—Before Dr. Gladstone replies, allow me to
correct an impression which seems to have gone abroad, that
I said I admired the progression of fif*hs from the subdomi-
nant to the dominant: I merely say I think that those particular
two are the least objectionable. I think they are abominable,
but the others are still more so.

Dr. GLADSTONE.—I really must not occupy your time any
longer, but I will just reply to Mr. Southgate, and also to
Dr. Pole, who referred to the fact that fifths occur in every
compound tone. Of course those fifths are very much weaker
than the ground tone which generates them. With regard to
mixture stops, it is obvious that it is a totally different thing
to the progression of two notes which are both equal in quality
and strength. In the latter case each fifth would have its
own series of harmonies. There is a wide difference between
the two things. I really must not occupy your time in
endeavouring to reply to all the observations which have been
made ; I only ask you all to join with me in thanking the Chair-
man, not only for his kindness in presiding, but for his very
valuable remarks.
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